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How To Move The C.G.?

Reference Chart. Say you need to move the gross weight c. g. 2 inches forward on your 1000 pound airplane and the heaviest thing you can move is the battery ... 
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HOW TO MOVE THE TRY THE QUICK REFERENCE CHART



Okay, so you ignored the plans and



installed a bigger engine. Or maybe you got a little carried away in beefing up



by Stan Hall 1530 Belleville Way Sunnyvale, CA 94087



when you install, move or take out



weight (let's refer to it as ballast) equates simply to the ratio of the ballast



weight to the gross weight. This fact



the aft fuselage and tail. Whatever you did you are horrified to realize that the c. g. is now outside the safe limits. Blast!



other the kind requiring the addition or



Obviously, you've got some work to do. You've got to move something, add something or take something out. But upon sitting down with paper and pencil, you realize this probably isn't going to



In the former case, traditional methods of calculation and the method illustrated by the Quick Reference Chart are pretty much the same. However, when it comes to adding or removing



be easy. If you do this sort of thing routinely,



ballast the traditional technique is much more complex and vulnerable to computational error than that shown in the



having to get emotionally involved with moments, those weight-times-distance



Chart; you have to work a little magic with algebra, and the last time you looked algebra in the face was back in high school — and you weren't particularly fond of it even then. With the Quick Reference Chart you can forget the algebra because the technique shown thereon is very direct. If you need proof of this, note the comparison of methods shown at the end of this article. The simplified calculation used in the Chart is based upon the principle that the distance the aircraft c. g. moves



expressions that form the basis of all c. g. calculations. Let's try an example, using the Quick Reference Chart. Say you need to move the gross weight c. g. 2 inches forward on your 1000 pound airplane and the heaviest thing you can move is the battery, which weighs 25.32 pounds. The challenge is to figure out how far forward you need to move it. Go to the upper half of the Chart, which shows this very example, and pick out the equation which solves for d,, the distance you need move the bat-



the task is quite straightforward. But if you're like most of us and do it only once each time we build an airplane (maybe one in a lifetime), the task can be intimidating. Comes the accompanying Quick Reference Chart, designed to eliminate the intimidation by providing some simple equations that get to the solution with a minimum of fuss. You could do it with a dull crayon. The Chart addresses two kinds of problem — one where the c. g. can be shifted by moving something which was aboard during the weigh-in and the 28 MAY 1986



removal of weight.



doesn't jump right out at you in other articles you may have read on weight and balance, but it's true, nonetheless. To illustrate: If the ballast weighs 5%



of the gross weight, the c. g. will move 5% of an inch for every inch you move



the ballast. Simple as that. You can do creative things with this idea without



tery. According to the Chart, d, equates to the distance you want the c. g. to move (2 inches) times the gross weight (1000 pounds), divided by the weight of the battery (WB), which is 25.32 pounds. The resulting arithmetic says you have to move the battery 79 inches forward. But let's say you can't (or don't want to) move the battery and don't have anything else you can move or take out aft of the present c. g. You are stuck with having to add weight somewhere forward of the present c. g. Let's say that you've found a place 79 inches forward of the original c. g. which will accommodate the addition of ballast. The challenge is to figure how much weight you'll need to move the c. g. 2 inches forward. It won't be 25.32 pounds because you're not exactly reversing the problem stated above. The lower half of the Quick Reference Chart shows an equation for WB, the required ballast. As indicated, WB equates to the c. g. movement required (2 inches) times the original gross weight (1000 pounds), divided by the quantity, d2 (79 inches) minus the c. g. movement sought (2 inches again). The result is 25.97 pounds. Note that this is just slightly more than the 25.32 pounds calculated earlier for weight which was already aboard at the weigh-in. The difference is due to the fact that c. g. is based partially on aircraft gross weight, and by adding ballast you up the gross weight, whereas in the previous example the weight stays the same. This suggests that for small amounts of added (or removed) ballast you could use the equations from the upper half of the Chart instead of the lower half (the equations might be easier to remember) if you wanted to, with minimum error. But if the added (or removed) ballast is large, like a passenger or crew member, the lower half will give accuracy whereas the upper half won't. In connection with removing ballast, don't forget to change the sign in the equation for WB, as shown on the Chart. A WORD OF CAUTION ABOUT CONCENTRATING WEIGHTS NEAR THE TAIL



Here's something you'll want to think seriously about when moving weights aft. Heavy weights placed far aft, near the tail, can be dangerous from a dynamic point of view, even though such placement provides the required c. g. location from a static point of view. In a spin, say (or any rapid maneuver, like a quick pitch-up or a ground loop), that concentrated weight is swinging around like a bucket of water on a long rope and can be hard to stop.



QUICK REFERENCE CHART Simplified Equations for Determining Effect of Moving, Adding or Removing Ballast on Center of Gravity
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How To Install 
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How to Install - Blinds 

3 Poignée(s). 4 Supports de retenue (en option). 5 Rallonges (en option). 6 Supports pour pose latérale (en option). Thank you for purchasing this fine window ...
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How to Use(cont.) 

Essayer une autre marque ou torréfaction de café. L'espresso est trop corsé ou amer. • Trop de mouture d'espresso a été utilisé. • La mouture du café est trop ...
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How to Install - Blinds 

3 Poignée(s). 4 Supports de retenue (en option). 5 Rallonges (en option). 6 Supports pour pose latérale (en option). 1. Everything needed to install your shade.
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